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                Destinations and flight information

                Keep up-to-date with your departure or arrival, be inspired by our destinations, find out when you can fly and with which airline or see how to make the most of a stay in Yorkshire.
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                Parking

                Car parking at the airport

                Find out more about our range of official car parks, our picking up and dropping off zones and take advantage of our simple, online booking process.
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	Meet and Greet
	Short Stay
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	Long Stay
	Pick Up & Drop Off
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	Turn up and park
	Blue Badge Parking
	Motor & Bicycle parking
	Parking FAQs
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                Make your time fly at the airport
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                                                                                                When convenience matters most, our Premium Short Stay car park is the perfect choice 

                                                                        

                    
                                                                                                Premium Short Stay offers an unbeatable location within a short walking distance to the terminal, hassle-free barrier access, and the added perk of complimentary use of the security Fast Track lane for up to 4 people. With extra-wide 2.7m bays for larger vehicles, it's the perfect choice for a seamless and swift departure.

                                                                                    

                

            

        


                                                
            
                
                    
                                                                                                How to get to our Premium Short Stay car park
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                        Directions

                    

                                                    
                        Directions to our Premium Short Stay car park

*** PLEASE NOTE: THE LOCATION OF PREMIUM SHORT STAY HAS CHANGED. PLEASE FOLLOW THE BELOW DIRECTIONS ***
Please follow the Premium Short Stay car park signs from Whitehouse Lane. As you turn from Whitehouse Lane onto the main approach road, please keep in the right hand lane. As you navigate around the bend to the right, the Premium Short Stay car park entry is immediately on your right hand side. 
The postcode for the airport is LS19 7TU
The what3words location reference for the car park entrance is calculating.lace.defeat
Most sat navs will bring you to the approximate location, please follow signs to locate the car park. 
Directions to Premium Short Stay

What3Words
Getting to the terminal

The Premium Short Stay car park is a 1-2 minute walk to the terminal. Follow the pathway from the top corner of the car park.

                    

                                                

        

    



                    
                                        
            
                
                    
                                                
                                                            Premium Short Stay Pricing
Pre-book
Guarantee your space at the best price when you pre-book online. Simply enter your time of arrival and return to get your quote and book.   
Pre-book your parking


Turn up
Passengers can also turn up and park at our Premium Short Stay car park on the day of travel. Spaces are subject to availability so we recommend booking online to guarantee your space.
*1 day minimum charge applies

                                                    

                        
                            
                                                                	Turn up duration	Price
	Up to 1 day	£99.00
	Each subsequent day or part thereof	£50.00 per day
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                                                Great option when you have to get going with your travel quickly!

                                                Hazeley Glenn, Trustpilot reviews
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                        Short Stay

                    

                	
                Distance
                                    
                            
	2-3 min walking


                                    
                	Our most convenient parking option
	Park right next to the Terminal for a quick, easy and contactless experience



Flexible: Amend or cancel for free up to 24 hours before arrival
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                        Available exclusively online
                    
                
                        Meet and Greet

                    

                	
                Distance
                                    
                            
	0-2 min walking


                                    
                	Premium valet parking with great Yorkshire service
	Drop off your car less than 2 minutes from the Terminal; ideal for families travelling with children or heavy luggage 
	Condition guaranteed as your car is scanned through one of our state-of-the-art 360⁰ photobooths and parked by one of our specialist team.

Flexible: Amend or cancel for free up to 24 hours before arrival
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        What should I do when I arrive?
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            Please follow the instructions on your booking confirmation as these will detail specific information for each car park. Directions can be found on each of our car park website pages too.
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        What are the car park opening hours?
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            All our car parks are open 24/7.
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        Can I turn up and park?
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            Turn up parking is available at our Long Stay, Mid Stay, Short Stay and Premium Short Stay parking options. Any tokens taken for these car parks will be required for exit.
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        What happens if I’m going to overstay and pick up my car late?
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            We know that sometimes our customers arrive back a little later than intended so we allow a short grace period free of charge. If you need longer, the car park barrier on exit will calculate the overstay price for you, so you can simply make payment on your way out.
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        Are there any height or width restrictions?
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            All car parks have a width restriction of 2.4m except our Premium Short Stay car park which is 2.5m.
We have a height restriction of 1.9m in our Pick Up and Drop Off zone, Short Stay and Meet & Greet car parks. Mid Stay and Long Stay car parks do not have a height restriction.
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        How does Meet & Greet work at Leeds Bradford Airport?
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            After a vehicle scan from our camera system, don’t worry about finding a space, as you’re invited to park in one of our drop-off lanes.
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        Where do I drop off my keys for Meet & Greet?
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            Terminal reception just inside the main entrance.
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        I’m a Blue Badge holder, where do I park?
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            We have allocated Blue Badge spaces in our car parks. Please see special assistance parking for full details.
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                                Receive destination inspiration, airport news and pre-flight essentials
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                                Thank you for subscribing

                                If you aren’t already subscribed, by submitting your email address you consent to Leeds Bradford Airport using your details and sending you marketing information by email. For more information on how we use your personal details, please refer to our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy

                                This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
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